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Toddlers love machines and things that go, and this book gives them everything they want, from
a cement mixer to a helicopter to a backhoe. Six interactive gatefolds extend the original pictures
to three pages, revealing something new about each situation. The final double gatefold opens
into a very long train and shows all the machines at work!The last spread provides additional
information about each machine for young readers to pore over again and again.William Low's
classically trained artist's eye adds a new layer to this genre―both parents and children will
appreciate the beautiful illustrations, the attention to detail, and the clever situational twists
revealed by lifting the flaps.

From School Library JournalStarred Review. PreSchool-Grade 2—Machinery parades across
colorful spreads in this interactive look at equipment. The inventory includes a helicopter,
tugboat, cement mixer, and more. The text, one to three lines per spread, is rich in vocabulary.
The words and the quality illustrations interact well to portray how each piece of equipment is
used in a selected situation. Children will chime in with the "GZZZZZZZZZK!" of the backhoe,
the "WWAAAAAWWWWWWWWRRRR!" of the fire engine, and other sounds produced by the
equipment. The realistic digital paintings will delight youngsters; spreads alternate with three-
page foldouts that show the machines at work. Some reveal unanticipated surprises like a
helicopter hovering over a family of ducks crossing a road. The last two pages have small
pictures of the machines, descriptions of what they are used for, and labels for selected
components. This well-constructed picture book is a surefire hit.—Lynn K. Vanca, Akron-Summit
County Public Library, Richfield, OHCopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.From BooklistCombining the excitement of powerful machines in
action with reminders of how they help humans, Low adds a surprising dimension to the
familiar story of vehicles at work. Children mesmerized by the vrooming motion will be drawn by
the unframed, double-page spreads and big flaps that open to show overviews and close-ups of
trucks, trains, and boats. There are also delicate, detailed views of the humans, plants, and
animals that the technology helps conserve. The huge, powerful backhoe is ready with its
stabilizers down. Is it going to dig up a flower garden? Open the flap, and the three-page spread
shows the backhoe making a hole for new trees. Has a fire engine arrived to put out a blaze in
the cherry trees? Open the flap and see the firefighters rescuing a tiny kitten stuck high in the
branches. On other spreads, a tugboat pulls a huge container ship and a drawbridge stops traffic
for a passing freight train. A final spread adds facts about the nine amazing machines. Preschool-
Grade 1. --Hazel RochmanReview“Here is a fine picture book for little boys who have an innate
love of machinery and the noises that big machines make. In fact, the richly colored pages of
‘Machines Go to Work' probably could not be more exactly calibrated to entrance the vehicle-



oriented, 2-to-6-year-old male demographic.” ―Wall Street Journal“This design, along with
terrific sound effects, encourages listeners to join in the reading…Low's digital art brightly colors
each page with slightly impressionistic tones. Let these machines do all the work; the reading
about them is pure pleasure.” ―The Horn Book Magazine, starred review“Surprising use of color
(a railroad crossing sign lights up against a swirling lavender backdrop) make the mechanical
subject matter, always a favorite, spring off the page.” ―Publishers Weekly“A fun and feisty tour
of big, powerful and fascinating machines; each of them is ready, willing and eager to ‘go to
work.'… The illustrations have a bright, active and brushy effect, and they incorporate a pleasing
palette that is heavy on bold primary colors. Low knows what works for kids who like their
machines big and busy.” ―Kirkus Reviews“This well-constructed picture book is a surefire hit.”
―School Library Journal, Starred Review“Combining the excitement of powerful machines in
action with reminders of how they help humans, Low adds a surprising dimension to the familiar
story of vehicles at work. Children mesmerized by the vrooming motion will be drawn by the
unframed, double-page spreads and big flaps that open to show overviews and close-ups of
trucks, trains, and boats.” ―Booklist“With glorious saturated colors, William Low demonstrates
how various vehicles and vessels keep a community operating efficiently.” ―Kirkus
ReviewsAbout the AuthorWilliam Low is the author and illustrator of Chinatown and Old Penn
Station, as well as a four-time Silver Medal winner at the Society of Illustrators.Read more
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LKP, “Beautiful! A big kid book for your little one.. As I try desperately to hide and pack away all
the simplified board books about trucks and machines, my nearly 3 year old is still desperately
begging me to read them. With the passing of the two's comes a greater attention span, an ever
broadening vocabulary, along with a more gentle hand and a tangible appreciation for the book
as an object. And so, for the big 3rd birthday, I went in search of some upgraded hardcover
books about machines and trucks to add to our library. Ones without buttons or touch and feel
features, that would still appeal to the toddler. Alas, This book has it all! First and foremost, the
gorgeous, stunning illustrations are some of the most beautiful, colorful, and ARTFUL ones I
have seen in a child's book. Real art, real paintings, offer a real feeling and experience. And I do
so appreciate that. The level of detail is truly amazing and utterly captivating. The use of color,
contrast and light in William Low's paintings(they appear to be done in oil), are nothing less than
fine art. And why shouldn't they be...even if it is for a child?The art alone makes this book worth
buying, but the giant fold outs on every other page offer the young child an interactive
experience that they so crave. Each is preceded by a simple question, and the simple answer is
revealed as the pages are intuitively opened up, down, and over. Be warned, that this is not a
book to leave out for your rough child to manhandle; this is one to read and experience together
as you guide your little one. The final fold out is a grand finally that rivals any pop-out I have
seen, and left me in awe. I won't spoil it for you...you really should see it for yourself.The
language and text is rhythmic, but not in a sing-song way, and there is just enough sound effects
to satisfy any boy or girl who needs to go "vroom!" You are looking at about 10-15 words per
page, so this is not a very long story, but long enough to settle the wild child before bed. The last
two pages have a small illustration of each of the machines that that were featured in the book,
with diagram style details so that you can further investigate these everyday machines with your
little sponge. They are BETTER than photographs.I am so impressed with this book, and
absolutely thrilled to add this to our home library. It will most certainly be cherished. I highly
recommend this one to any young vehicle/machine lover, boy or girl, and would say that the ideal
age is 3-5, although sooner or later would be fine too. Oh...and the garbage truck on the cover is
the opening sequence, which is the reason this one caught my eye. My son is garbage truck
obsessed, and as much as I love "I Stink" and "Smash, Mash, Crash, there goes the Trash," I
really could stand a break from these perennial favorites! Thank you Mr. Low for taking it up a
notch for our kids!”

Library lady, “Beautiful illustrations for the 3-5 year old. This book showcases several big
machines with colorful illustrations that will be the delight of 3-5 year olds. The pages even fold
out so that the reader can see how large the machines are in respect to buildings and people.
Just the right amount of text provides the story. As this was the paperback version I was a bit
disappointed that it was not made out of sturdier card stock paper. As it is, this is a book that will



be best used with an adult demonstrating good care of a book. If i had known there was such a
difference, I would have purchased the hardcover version so it will better hold up to use by tiny
hands.”

Earl Ax, “And that's too bad, because all the fold-outs that make this book .... Bought this
because my three year old son DESTROYED the library's copy in a moment of quiet
naughtiness during "nap time". And that's too bad, because all the fold-outs that make this
book cool also make it not a great option in the public library. But the concept is really fun and
well done especially, for kids about this age who can be obsessed with machinery and trucks.”

coco relish, “Beautifully done, engaging book about MACHINES!. My son LOVES this book. I
love the paintings. After keeping it too long from the library, we finally had to buy it.To the author:
Silas' only gripe with the book is that there's a picture of a street sweeper on the inside title page,
but no actual section with a page flap that talks about it... You may want to consider adding this
in the next edition.  ;)”

R. Denne, “Machines Go to Work in the City, by William Low. Really good illustrations of a variety
of trucks and machines that operate in a city - absolutely fascinating for a child of the right age. I
liked that there was a description, followed by a question, which was answered by a fold-out
page. In addition, the pages fold out in an appropriate direction for the action of the machine or
truck.”

Meelia, “Perfect book for 2 year old boy!. We gave this to our 2 year old son for his birthday and it
quickly became his favorite book. The pages fold out and the illustrations are wonderful. He
asks to read it before bed every night and I hear him reading it to himself whenever he's looking
through books. I don't mind reading it over and over again as well. Looking forward to trying out
the second one, Machines Go To Work in the City.”

K. O'Connor, “beautiful art. We have checked this book out of the library so many times, I had to
finally add it to the wish list. My 2.5 year old boy/girl twins love the illustrations as well as the
writing. It is simple and beautiful - a bonus for parents who are made to read the same thing over
and over again. My kids never tire of this book and neither do I.”

Ayesha Ekanayake, “Excellent book. My son calls it the Garbage Truck book. One of his
favourites. He's 3 and loves listing to me reading it to him. He loves the fact that some pages can
be opened further to enhance the story.”

The book by William Low has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 42 people have provided feedback.
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